The fuel flow function includes an upper limit
for the flow rate. This is an important safety
feature that allows detection of leaking fuel
lines or fuel injectors.
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This key advances
the display page.

Endurance, Fuel Quantity (totalizer
based on fuel used), and fuel
flow rate. (Functional if instrument includes
fuel flow option.)
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Endur Fuel

Pressing this button takes you to the previous page

Flow

Double-click this button to jump to your favorite page.
Press and hold this button on the combination and bar
graph pages to show labels in place the numeric data.
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User-Definable Combination Page 1. The factory default for this
page show RPM, Aux1, Aux2, and the highest CHT on the top
row. The bottom row shows oil temperature/oil pressure, fuel
flow, and the highest EGT.
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User-definable
combination screens
provide convenient
groupings of key
engine parameters,
and allow your to
arrage the data as you
wish.
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User-Definable Combination page 2. The factory default for this
page shows RPM, carb temp, OAT, and the highest CHT on the
top row. The bottom row shows oil temperature/oil pressure,
voltmeter,and the highest EGT.
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The digital data on the bar graph pages
are the same for each page, and are userdefinable. The page has been configured
to show the highest CHT and highest EGT
on the top row. The bottow row shows the
RPM, manifold pressure, and fuel flow.

EGT/CHT Bar Graph Page - The EGT graph starts at
1000 deg F, is 15 deg F per pixel. The CHT is shown
as a missing pixel, starting at 200 deg F, and 20 deg F
per pixel.
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The Model 6000 shows 6 temperatures
for the EGT, Digital Leaning, and Cruise
Monitor pages.
Digital Leaning Page - This "L"
identifies this page. It shows the actual
EGT for each cylinder that is at or near
peak. Negative numbers indicate the
amount the EGT has dropped from its
peak. The "PEAK" entry adjusts the
sensitivity of this function.

EGT Cruise Bar Graph - The graph shows how the
EGT for each cylinder has changed from the saved
lean point. Each pixel is 10 deg F. Bars growing
left of center show decrease in EGT; to the right is
an increase in EGT.
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Cruise Monitor Page - Displays the amount the EGT for
each cylinder has changed since the "SAVE LEAN PT?"
was selected. Allows detection subtle changes in EGT due
to developing problems such as fouled plugs, sticking
valves, bad sparkplug wires, etc.
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Altimeter, Vertical Speed (hundreds
of feet per minute) and Airspeed
(in miles per hour or knots), and water
temperature input.

EGT Page - Top row (left to right) is EGT1
and EGT 2. Bottom row is EGT3 and EGT4.
Model 6000 show EGT1,2,3 on top row, and
EGT3,4,5 on the bottom row.
The "L" identifies the Digital Leaning
Page. The number above the L
indicates which cylinder was first to
peak after selecting "RESET" from
the "Save LEAN PT?" page.
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CHT page. Show 4 CHTs
with highest CHT shown
above the CHT label. The
hottest CHT is show above
the CHT label.
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Figure 1a. Model 4000 and 6000 Display Pages

